November 5, 2013
MyDigitalSSD New Product Announcement: OTG USB 3.0 Mini Solid State Drive (mSSD) and USB
3.0 Pocket Vault

MyDigitalSSD is proud to introduce the first USB 3.0 devices that finally live up to the USB3.0 hype, the OTG USB
3.0 Mini Solid State Drive (mSSD) and the MyDigitalSSD Pocket Vault USB 3.0 SSD.
The MyDigitalSSD OTG mSSD is an ultra portable plug and play external drive that offers total USB 3.0 5Gbps
performance with any USB Attached SCSI Protocol (UASP) compliant system resulting in real SSD speeds of up to
465MB/s.
This pocket-sized wonder reduces wait times and maximizes bandwidth utilization, enabling faster and more
efficient transfers while helping lower CPU utilization for extended battery life for on-the-go users.
With 4 times the speed of a traditional hard drive, users can run operating systems, play games, stream media, and
utilize programs directly from your OTG mSSD!
OTG mSSDs will be available in 64GB, 128GB, and 256GB capacities with MSRPs of $69.99, $114.99, and $199.99
respectively. For more details on the OTG mSSD, please visit MyDigitalSSD.com.
Like the OTG, the MyDigitalSSD Pocket Vault is an ultra portable plug and play external USB 3.0 drive that will
change the way you think about on-the-go storage by offering secure high-speed high-density flash storage with
SSD like speeds up to 300MB/s on any UASP compliant system.
Securely transport files, of all types and sizes, at speeds that noticeably outperforms other devices of its kind.
Designed for an active lifestyle and safe data transportation, the Pocket Vault eliminates the burden of carefully
handling traditional portable hard drives (HDDs) thanks to SSD durability and shock resistance.
With choices up to 1TB, you'll never worry about space again. The Pocket Vault makes it possible to have all of
your data (photos, music, videos, documents, and important recovery/backup files) right at your fingertips,
wherever you may be.
The Pocket Vault will be available in 64GB, 128GB, 256GB, 512GB, and 1TB capacities with an MSRPs of $59.99,
$89.99, $169.99, $299.99, and $949.99 respectively. For more details on the Pocket Vault, please visit
MyDigitalSSD.com.
Comparatively, the OTG mSSD is truly equivalent to an SSD while the Pocket Vault is a souped up high-density highspeed USB Drive.
Don't have a USB 3.0 USAP compliant system? Not to worry, users will still see speeds in excess of 150MB/s via any
USB 3.0 port. Both devices are backwards compatible with USB 2.0 in PC or Mac.

